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Although some FEMA witnesses testifi ed that FEMA had pre-positioned more com-
modities before Hurricane Katrina made landfall than before any other previous 
storm, it was not enough to sustain the tens of thousands of people left  stranded by 

the hurricane. FEMA’s logistics system became critical to providing additional food, water, 
ice, portable toilets, fuel, generators, and other necessary supplies to the impacted areas. 
However, as Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff  testifi ed: “FEMA’s logistics 
systems simply were not up to the task.”1 Former FEMA Director Michael Brown agreed: 
“FEMA has a logistics problem.”2

In some cases, state and local offi  cials faced such overwhelming circumstances that they 
could not assess or communicate their needs accurately to FEMA. At other times, the 
system itself revealed fl aws, as red tape prevented the prompt and complete acquisition and 
distribution of assets. To some degree, each level of government shares some of the respon-
sibility for the failure of the FEMA commodities system aft er landfall.

Ordinary people forced to endure inhuman circumstances were the victims of these failures. 
Without generators, plumbing, or portable toilets, the Superdome became a stadium of 
human waste rotting in extreme heat. In Mississippi, victims who took refuge in public shel-
ters found shortages of food and water, sanitation problems, and lack of electricity. 

FEMA

Th e failed response to fulfi ll basic critical needs following Hurricane Katrina highlighted 
long-standing problems with FEMA logistics. With state and local authorities overwhelmed, 
the unprecedented demand for commodities fell – as the Hurricane Pam exercise predicted 
– on the federal government.

FEMA’s logistics failure during the Katrina crisis was no surprise. FEMA already knew it 
lacked staff  and systems needed to respond to a large disaster.3 William Lokey, Federal Co-
ordinating Offi  cer (FCO) in Louisiana, told Committee investigators that FEMA regularly 
fails to track supplies: “It has been a problem at every disaster I’m aware of.”4

In 2004, Ken Burris, the FEMA Acting Director of Operations, initially requested $60 mil-
lion for modifi ed logistical requirements that included logistical tracking systems.5 In Janu-
ary 2005, FEMA submitted an initiative to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
to improve its logistics system.6 Documentation for the request reveals the burdens on 
FEMA’s antiquated logistics systems. For example, warehouse-space requirements in some 
areas have grown as much as 10 times and the transportation mission had grown over 300 
percent in three years, while staff  support for these functions had been unchanged for seven 
years.7 Th e request concluded the logistics system was not functional, resulting in the “total 
inability to accomplish the FEMA mission in accordance with the performance goals.”8 Th e 
status quo would also “negatively impact the ability to rapidly respond to both no-notice 
incidents and notice disasters and incidents.”9 

FEMA’s poor planning for transportation was a key factor in the problems with commodi-
ties. Gary Moore, FEMA Director of Logistics, said FEMA had diffi  culty moving commodi-
ties during Katrina.10 For instance, on Saturday aft ernoon, FEMA realized it did not have 
enough truck drivers to deliver commodities and equipment and started reviewing résumés 
to hire additional drivers.11 By Sunday aft ernoon, August 28, records show that FEMA was 
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short 68 of the 94 drivers who would be needed to move commodities for a short response 
eff ort and 162 drivers for a longer response.12  To make matters worse, FEMA’s transporta-
tion contractor, Landstar, does not own any vehicles. Instead, it locates independent drivers 
only aft er FEMA asks it to move commodities, which can also lead to delays.13 FEMA then 
had to compete against Landstar for drivers to hire.14 Drivers were also hard to come by 
because the commodities needed to be moved over a weekend.15 

Staffi  ng shortages hindered FEMA’s logistics response to Katrina. In addition to the short-
age of drivers, FEMA did not have enough people in Louisiana to staff  a 24-hour opera-
tions center aft er the storm hit, which required many people to work more than 50 hours 
straight.16 FEMA’s own evaluation of its response in Louisiana admitted that, “Lack of suf-
fi cient trained logistics staff  signifi cantly detracted from our response to Hurricane Katrina 
in Louisiana and jeopardized the overall logistics mission.”17 

Unlike many large private shippers, FEMA could not track assets en route to destinations. 
As Moore explained: “I can tell you today when they leave someplace and I can tell you 
when they arrive someplace because they’re manually counted when they got through the 
gate. In the middle of that, I don’t know where they are.”18

FEMA’s decision to wait to determine whether pre-positioned assets were suffi  cient – in-
stead of maintaining a constant stream of supplies – compounded the problem, as admitted 
by FEMA Director Brown: “We pre-positioned and then tried to see what was going to hap-
pen and then started it back up again. We should have just kept pushing.”19

Th e logistics plan used in Katrina grew out of the Hurricane Pam catastrophic-storm 
exercise begun in 2004, and was still in development when Katrina struck. It envisioned 
a sequence of commodity deliveries from Federal Operational Staging Areas (FOSAs) to 
regional staging areas (RSAs), and then to local points of delivery (PODs). Th e plan as-
sumed that as many as 160,000 people would require supplies.20 Local offi  cials viewed the 
commodities distribution plan as one of the most valuable products of the Hurricane Pam 
exercise, 21 and FEMA offi  cials scrambled to fi nd, read, and use the Pam documents in the 
days before Katrina’s landfall.22

Th e Hurricane Pam plan guidelines for commodity distribution are internally incon-
sistent.23 Th e power, water, and ice distribution section states that FEMA will direct the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to have “approximately one-day’s supply of water and ice 
– 1,530,000 gallons of water [322 truckloads] and 5.5 million pounds of ice [137.5 truck-
loads] – at Camp Beauregard, a federal staging area, in Pineville, LA, before the hurricane 
makes landfall.”24 Camp Beauregard was chosen because it was far enough inland to be 
safe from hurricanes, yet close enough to quickly deliver supplies.25 Later in the document, 
pre-landfall planning charts specify that one day’s supply of ice and water would be 32 to 40 
truckloads each. Th e same sections identify one day’s supply of Meals Ready to Eat (MREs) 
and tarps to be 15 to 20 truckloads and 36 to 34 truckloads respectively.26

FEMA had 30 truckloads of water, 17 truckloads of ice, 15 trailer loads of MREs, and 6 
trailer loads of tarps at Camp Beauregard before the storm.27  Th ese commodities had been 
positioned at the beginning of the 2005 hurricane season as part of a new way to speed up 
the response to hurricanes, but FEMA did not get any additional commodities to Beaure-
gard as Katrina moved through the Gulf of Mexico.28  

Despite some eff orts to move some commodities into Mississippi, there were major defi cien-
cies in commodities prestaging there. FEMA’s FCO for Mississippi, William Carwile, wrote 
several e-mails throughout Sunday to his superiors in which he expressed concern with com-
modities issues. Despite the fact that FEMA had ordered 400 trucks of ice, 400 trucks of water, 
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and 250 trucks of MREs for the Meridian Naval Air Station in Mississippi, by the evening of 
August 29 only 30 trucks of water, 15 of MREs, two of tarps, and 30 of ice were at the base.29  

FEMA’s action of staging supplies early in the season throughout the Gulf Coast no doubt 
helped the response to Katrina.30 But these supplies were not enough for a storm as strong 
as Katrina. Th e preparations for the hurricane should not have ended with the initial pre-
positioning of supplies. Burris confi rmed that the initial pre-positioning was only a start, 
and the specifi cs of a storm would dictate whether FEMA should move more supplies to the 
area.31 While some supplies already staged in the Gulf region were moved to Mississippi or 
Alabama, records indicate that relatively few additional truckloads arrived in the primary 
FEMA staging areas in the days before landfall.32 Th e record is not clear whether additional 
supplies were moved into the region, bypassing the primary FEMA staging areas. In any 
event, the Committee believes that with Katrina bearing down on the Gulf Coast as a cata-
strophic storm, FEMA should have moved additional supplies to its primary staging areas 
in Mississippi and Louisiana.

Commodities such as water, ice, food, tarps, and generators were delivered ineffi  ciently 
and ineff ectively to Mississippi and Louisiana both before and aft er landfall. In Mississippi, 
Carwile expressed concerns in a September 1 e-mail to some senior FEMA offi  cials, includ-
ing Director Brown, that the “System appears broken. … Will now attempt to get product 
in alternate ways.”33 

A week aft er landfall, Carwile wrote that the food deliveries were “totally unacceptable.”34  
Robert Latham, Director of Mississippi’s Emergency Management Agency, testifi ed that he 
received only 10 to 20 percent of the food and water he requested during the days he described 
as critical, and did not receive adequate supplies until September 9, 12 days aft er landfall.35 

FEMA’s logistics also failed to meet demands in Louisiana. Colonel Terry Ebbert, Director 
of Homeland Security for the City of New Orleans, told the Committee that he had 
diffi  culty getting food and water the week aft er the storm;36 Lokey confi rmed that requests 
were not being met.37 In particular, FEMA was unable to fi ll the number of requests for 
MREs.38 However, as noted by Colonel Al Jones, the Department of Defense (DOD) liaison 
offi  cer who started working on logistics issues with Director Brown on September 2, local 
emergency managers had diffi  culty articulating an accurate level of demand for commodi-
ties given the catastrophic conditions and lack of communications.39 

FEMA recognized that it had failed.40  Perceiving an overwhelmed logistics system, FEMA 
Director Brown “reached back to headquarters and had discussions about [how he] wanted 
all logistics turned over to DOD.”41 On September 1, FEMA headquarters contacted the 
Department of Defense, requesting that DOD take over full logistics operations in Louisi-
ana and Mississippi,42 thus proposing the transfer of one of its most important functions to 
another entity.  (See Chapter 26 for additional information on this mission assignment and 
DOD’s resulting actions).

Considerable attention has been paid to this attempt to turn over FEMA’s troubled 
logistical eff orts to the Department of Defense. Aft er discussions among FEMA and DOD 
offi  cials, on September 2 FEMA issued a $1 billion mission assignment to DOD to plan and 
execute the procurement, transportation, and distribution of commodities in Louisiana and 
Mississippi.  FEMA offi  cials authorized spending up to $1 billion on this mission, an esti-
mate, as one FEMA offi  cial said, that was large enough to give DOD the authority to “cover 
the eventualities” that might arise in accomplishing this mission.43  

Assistant Secretary of Defense Paul McHale testifi ed of this mission that DOD “got the larg-
est request for assistance in the history of the United States. And it wasn’t anything other 
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than … ‘full logistics support throughout the entire area of responsibility.’” McHale contin-
ued that he felt that this was a “very broad, fairly loosely defi ned mission requirement” but 
since it was a “crisis circumstance, we felt that we should take that on, and we did.”44 

DOD’s performance under this mission assignment was ultimately considerably less than 
full logistical support. DOD appears to have identifi ed certain areas of FEMA’s logistics 
system that required immediate attention – namely sourcing, tracking, and transportation 
– and restored the fl ow and distribution of commodities to both Louisiana and Mississippi. 
Hence, FEMA retained control over many of its traditional tasks.45 

Of the billion dollars authorized, DOD has sought reimbursement from FEMA for approxi-
mately $100 million of work.46  Billing records compiled by FEMA indicate DOD has sought 
reimbursement from FEMA partly for substantial costs for ship leases, fuel, airlift  support, 
personnel travel, and some food.47

Th e day before the mission assignment to DOD, despite FEMA leaders’ acknowledgement 
of the logistics problems, DHS Secretary Chertoff  was publicly claiming otherwise:

Th e limiting factor here has not been that we don’t have enough supplies. … 
We not only had a hurricane; we had a second catastrophe, which was a fl ood. 
Th at fl ood made parts of the city very diffi  cult to get through. If you can’t get 
through the city you can’t deliver supplies. … I’m telling you that we are get-
ting food and water to areas where people are staging. … Th e limitation here 
on getting food and water to people is the condition on the ground.48

Other factors contributed to the logistics struggle. For example, communications between 
offi  cials within Louisiana and with FEMA headquarters were almost nonexistent. As Scott 
Wells, the Deputy FCO in Louisiana said, “Th ere was just a big communications void” in 
Baton Rouge.49 FEMA had done little before landfall to ensure communications capabili-
ties aft er landfall. (See Chapter 18, Communication Voids) Th e FEMA team leader at the 
Superdome had very limited communication capabilities with superiors in Baton Rouge and 
elsewhere, and estimated that this lowered his operational eff ectiveness by 90 percent.50 

Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 25, both FEMA and state offi  cials cited security issues 
as a principal reason for delayed delivery of commodities.51 

Problems with Request for Assistance Systems

Louisiana’s Staff and E-Team Server Were Overwhelmed 

Th e Louisiana Offi  ce of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (LOHSEP), the 
agency in charge of the Louisiana Emergency Operations Center (EOC) under the Loui-
siana Emergency Plan, uses a computerized request system called E-Team to log requests 
from state or local emergency offi  cials. Louisiana offi  cials said that the number of incoming 
requests overwhelmed their E-Team server.52 LOHSEP ordered a replacement server for 
overnight delivery, but it was not installed until August 31.53

Parishes that lacked Internet access transmitted their requests to LOHSEP by telephone, 
fax, and ham radio,54 though the loss of key communications infrastructure between New 
Orleans and Baton Rouge undermined these eff orts.55 Although the E-Team system was at 
times interminably slow, it never completely stopped working.56 

When the state receives requests for assistance, the state is supposed to validate the requests 
before passing them to FEMA. A validation process eliminates frivolous or low-priority 
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requests or those requests best handled by other states through the EMAC system. In Loui-
siana, offi  cials lacked understanding of what assistance FEMA could appropriately provide. 
Th at lack of understanding led to submission of requests that wasted FEMA’s time and 
resources. As Wells put it: 

When the state gets all these requests, they’re supposed to consolidate them 
and see if they can meet those [requests] and they pass them to us. Th at mecha-
nism of the state consolidating and screening requests was nonexistent [in 
Louisiana]. Everything was passed to us.

People wanting pens, paper – and this was back in October – an air-condition-
er, a bus for the Mayor to go to Atlanta; all that stuff  comes straight to us, … 
there’s no validation at the state level. We were just – we were getting actually 
thousands of requests.57

At the Committee’s December 8 hearing, Wells further elaborated that requests for am-
munition, golf carts, bus rides for Mayor Nagin and his staff , and portable air condition-
ers were intermingled with legitimate, high-priority requests.58 Wells told the Committee 
that the “hundreds and hundreds” of invalid requests “clogg[ed] down the system for the 
legitimate requests.”59 Wells’ testimony is uncontroverted. Louisiana’s failure to adequately 
prioritize its requests to FEMA wasted FEMA’s time and limited resources.. 

The Systems That FEMA and the States Used to Process Requests for Aid 
Were Incompatible, Delaying Fulfi llment

Requests to FEMA, on the other hand, must be submitted on an Action Request Form 
(ARF). Th e ARFs and the state’s E-Team system are not compatible, so state offi  cials had to 
fi ll out both E-Team requests and FEMA ARFs. While Lokey did not think the incompat-
ibility slowed the response to requests, it certainly complicated the tracking of requests, as 
will be discussed below.60

Aft er a standard hurricane, FEMA has 72 hours to establish a Joint Field Offi  ce (JFO), which 
uses Mission Assignments – broad orders based on the ARFs – to task various government 
agencies to provide needed assets. Aft er Katrina, however, the JFO in Louisiana did not be-
come fully operational for 12 days aft er landfall, forcing state and FEMA offi  cials to send im-
portant functions over to the FEMA Regional Operations Center in Denton, Texas.61 Instead 
of coordinating with an on-site JFO, state and FEMA offi  cials had to spend time reaching 
regional offi  cials62 who were oft en unacquainted with the situation in Louisiana.63

FEMA also didn’t have enough staff .64 Th e FEMA team in Louisiana had a single individual 
who worked 18 to 20-hour shift s to fi ll out and submit ARFs. Despite repeated requests for 
additional staff , Wells was still trying to get more staff  as late as September 9. Wells called 
the shortage of people to process assistance requests “our biggest problem.”65 

FEMA Could Not Track Requests

Once FEMA submitted requests for assistance to the agencies expected to complete them, 
it had no effi  cient way to track progress by those agencies. FEMA’s review of the Katrina 
response in Louisiana found that tracking diffi  culties led to duplication of requests, orders, 
and eff orts.66 Th e inability to track left  some orders “unfi lled, unchecked, or misdirected.”67

Sometimes, state offi  cials had a hard time following up on state E-Team requests they 
had transferred to FEMA’s ARFs, as FEMA oft en failed to record on the ARFs their 
corresponding E-Team request. LOHSEP designated staff ers to manually match up E-Team 
requests with ARFs, but that cumbersome process proved inadequate for the magnitude of 
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the task.68 Eventually FEMA started logging the state numbers, which made tracking request 
easier, though the system was still far from perfect.69 

Judgment Errors Within the System Also Hampered the Response

Th e Louisiana Nursing Home Association (LNHA), which represents 80 percent of the 
nursing homes in the State of Louisiana, had a desk at the state EOC in Baton Rouge70 
because it had primary responsibility for helping nursing homes coordinate evacuations. 
LNHA submitted E-Team requests during the fi rst days of the crisis, but then LOHSEP 
revoked its privilege71 because LNHA was not a government agency.72 Meanwhile, hundreds 
of nursing-home patients were stranded by rising water. LNHA was forced to set up and 
privately coordinate nursing-home rescue eff orts.73 As a result, rescues were delayed.

FEMA personnel admitted that there was a chance that an approved request would be 
denied at FEMA’s Regional or National Headquarters. For example, FEMA denied a state 
request for 1,000 small rubber raft s because the boats would not be useful for rescues in de-
bris-fi lled water. A state offi  cial disagreed and testifi ed that the boats would have been valu-
able for towing behind motorboats and picking up victims in shallow water.74 LOHSEP’s 
Colonel Jeff  Smith felt that reasonable requests were being “fi ltered,” probably because not 
all levels of authority recognized the severity of the situation.75 

Emergency Management Assistance Compacts

As noted elsewhere, the Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) is an inter-
state agreement76 to provide mutual aid when disaster strikes.77 Forty-nine states, along with 
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands have all enacted legislation to 
become part of the Compact,78 and Congress has given its consent.79 Upon declaration of 
an emergency, states can pre-position assets and wait for a request for assistance from the 
aff ected state.80 

Both Louisiana and Mississippi asked for assistance through the EMAC system during the 
Hurricane Katrina disaster. Every member state as well as the District of Columbia and 
Puerto Rico responded, providing a wide range of equipment, medical aid and supplies.81 
Hurricane Katrina resulted in the largest EMAC response in U.S. history.82 

Th e EMAC system demonstrated both its value and limitations during Katrina. Carwile tes-
tifi ed that the resources made available through EMAC – almost 25,000 personnel who per-
formed close to 900 missions, were crucial.83 Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour agreed, 
singling out Florida’s search-and-rescue teams and law-enforcement offi  cials.84 Th e Louisi-
ana National Guard described EMAC as “the most successful feature of our response.”85 

Louisiana Commodities

Th e Louisiana Emergency Operations Plan designates LOHSEP as the lead state agency for 
coordinating the distribution of commodities. In Katrina’s aft ermath, emergency manag-
ers in Louisiana faced two distinct logistical challenges aft er landfall: (1) providing mas-
sive quantities of commodities to the enormous numbers of victims in the Superdome 
and Convention Center, and (2) disbursing relatively smaller amounts to the thousands of 
victims scattered across southeast Louisiana and the greater New Orleans metropolitan area 
– chiefl y, the collection sites for rescuees along highway overpasses. Not surprisingly, they 
performed best in delivering to locations where the need was rapidly identifi ed and supply 
lines could be established. But LOHSEP failed to coordinate and establish supply lines to the 
ad-hoc, unplanned distribution points. 
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Katrina revealed what the Hurricane Pam exercise and resulting plans assumed: the cata-
strophic storm would severely limit the capabilities of local authorities,86 thereby requir-
ing FEMA and the state to lead the distribution of commodities to the aff ected areas aft er 
landfall. Wells said that FEMA’s responsibility was to get commodities to the federal staging 
areas, and then, according to the planning done during the Hurricane Pam exercise, the 
state and FEMA would decide how they would deliver the commodities the “last mile” to 
the public distribution points.87

Before landfall, FEMA and the state pre-positioned more commodities at FEMA’s Operations 
Staging Area at Camp Beauregard (in Pineville, Louisiana – 220 miles from New Orleans) 
than any previous storm (although less than the amount discussed at Hurricane Pam).88 

Consistent with the assumptions in the Hurricane Pam exercise, the fl ooding that resulted 
from Katrina left  some parish governments’ resources incapacitated,89 making it necessary 
for FEMA and LOHSEP to push commodities to them without waiting for requests.90 Before 
and aft er landfall, LOHSEP’s operating principle for moving commodities was “if you can’t 
get it yourself, then you turn to FEMA.”91 

Some parishes, however, asked for more commodities than the state or FEMA could pro-
vide.92 LOHSEP and the National Guard also experienced diffi  culties in coordinating the 
delivery of commodities and the equipment needed by parishes.93 In some cases a commod-
ity delivery would be made by the National Guard to a parish distribution point, but the 
parish did not have access to a forklift , thus making unloading the delivery unnecessarily 
problematic.94 Although the magnitude of the operation overwhelmed the manpower and 
equipment of Louisiana National Guard, making it necessary to rely on support from other 
states,95 those needs should have been anticipated and planned for accordingly.  

Some of the parishes’ needs could have been met through better long-term planning and 
preparation. First, had FEMA and the state had executed more contracts with vendors 
before the storm for critical supplies, that would have saved time during the post-storm 
crisis.96 Second, key commodities were not sent until two days aft er landfall from Zephyr 
Field, FEMA’s post-landfall operational staging area in Jeff erson Parish, to the Superdome.97 
Th ird, high-water vehicles were needed to deliver commodities to fl ooded areas like the 
Superdome. Th e Louisiana National Guard failed to anticipate needing to use its high-water 
vehicles to distribute commodities and failed to anticipate the manpower and equipment 
needs of a large-scale commodities distribution.98 Fourth, planners failed to ensure that all 
supply PODs in aff ected areas would be set up on high ground. Many parish-designated 
PODs were fl ooded.99 LOHSEP and the parishes had to establish alternative drop points.100 
Fift h, although Hurricane Pam working groups had discussed establishing Search and 
Rescue Bases of Operations (SARBOOs), temporary collection sites for rescuees on highway 
overpasses, neither FEMA nor the state had planned or prepared for a coordinated system 
of commodities distribution to the SARBOOs, where the situation became critical as trans-
portation to evacuate the rescuees was delayed.101

Sanitation

Masses of people gathered at the Superdome, Convention Center, and various search-and-
rescue drop points around town without basic sanitation. Superdome plumbing ceased 
to operate shortly aft er a levee breached and the pumps that maintained water pressure 
failed.102 FEMA public-aff airs offi  cial Marty Bahamonde characterized the Superdome as 

a shelter of last resort that cascaded into a cesspool of human waste and fi lth. 
Imagine no toilet facilities for 25,000 people for fi ve days. Women and chil-
dren were forced to live outside in 95-degree heat because of the horrid smell 
and conditions inside. Hallways and corridors were used as toilets, trash was 
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everywhere, and amongst it all children – thousands of them. It was sad, it was 
inhumane, it was heart-breaking, and it was so wrong.103 

Sanitary conditions at the Convention Center were little better, although the relatively 
smaller crowd did have more open area available.104

On Tuesday, the New Orleans Police Department and the Louisiana National Guard 
requested portable toilets for the Superdome.105 A FEMA representative at the Superdome 
promised to have toilets delivered the next day, Wednesday.106 But law-enforcement agen-
cies had checkpoints set up on major highways and prevented individuals without creden-
tials from getting past some checkpoints. According to one portable-toilets vendor, he was 
turned away twice at security checkpoints in Plaquemines Parish (where his supply yard 
was located) when he tried to fulfi ll the order. Eventually, the National Guard provided an 
armed escort that enabled him to make the delivery on Saturday. By that time, the Super-
dome evacuation was nearly complete.107

Superdome 

As the storm approached, city, state, and federal offi  cials raced on the day before landfall 
to stock the Superdome with the additional food and water that would be needed for the 
refuge of last resort’s massive incoming population.108 

While FEMA and the National Guard were able to provide additional MREs and water be-
fore landfall,109 offi  cials were able to locate enough food for Sunday and Monday only. De-
spite some “touch and go” moments as deliveries lagged behind the arrival of more people 
seeking shelter,110 offi  cials were able to feed the Superdome population twice a day. 

On Monday and Tuesday, however, federal and state offi  cials described the situation at 
the Superdome as “desperate”111 and “beyond critical,”112 as an estimated 25,000 to 30,000 
people gathered there.113 

While Superdome residents never experienced an outright food and water shortage (as Ba-
hamonde predicted to Brown), 114 other essential commodities – portable generators, lights, 
and batteries – did not arrive before the evacuation.115 Better long-term planning would 
have avoided these pitfalls. 

On Tuesday, Mayor Nagin asked Brown for many of these commodities, which FEMA 
offi  cials knew were staged at Zephyr fi eld, 10 miles west of the Superdome.116 Lack of 
security and usable roadways did not interfere with the delivery of those commodities to 
the Superdome. At any time aft er the storm abated on Monday, offi  cials at the Superdome 
could receive commodities at nearby highway overpasses, where they would be loaded onto 
high-water vehicles for delivery to the Superdome.117 It remains unclear which entity bears 
responsibility for the failure to deliver commodities to the Superdome.

Convention Center

Unlike the Superdome, which emergency planners at all levels of government expected to 
become a refuge of last resort, Mayor Nagin’s opening of the Convention Center as a refuge 
two days aft er landfall was largely unplanned. As a result, over the weekend, no food or 
water was pre-positioned there, and no commodities arrived there until Friday, September 
2. Lokey said, “Th e state and the locals did not preplan or preposition anything, and so there 
was obviously a problem there.”118

Although the City made no pre-landfall preparations to use the Convention Center as a 
refuge, Mayor Nagin included the possibility of using the Convention Center in lieu of the 
Superdome on a list he presented to FEMA Director Brown on Tuesday, the same day on 
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which Mayor Nagin opened the Convention Center. 
Th e document stated, under the heading “Refuge of 
Last Resort–Superdome”:

(Alternative Need) Access to the Convention 
Center to use it as the refuge of last resort in 
lieu of the Superdome; if this option is exer-
cised, each of the above-listed needs [genera-
tors, lights, video equipment, security and 
food and water] would be required for the 
Convention Center and, additionally, vehicles 
and drivers to coordinate the transport from 
the Superdome to the Convention Center 
would be required.119 [Emphasis added.]

Unfortunately, when Mayor Nagin opened the Con-
vention Center as a refuge, the city did not provide 
food and water to those it would house, and did not 
tell federal offi  cials that the Convention Center had 
been opened.120 

When questioned about opening the Convention 
Center, Mayor Nagin testifi ed that he asked FEMA 
two or three times a day to deliver supplies there.121 
But when pressed to provide specifi c examples of 
requests, Mayor Nagin suggested that the Com-
mittee speak to Colonel Terry Ebbert, Director of 
the New Orleans Offi  ce of Homeland Security and 
Public Safety, as the person who would have told 
FEMA about the city’s opening of the Convention 
Center as a shelter.122 When the Committee asked 
Colonel Ebbert whether he told FEMA of the city’s 
decision to open the Convention Center, he stated 
that the city never made an offi  cial decision to open 
the Convention Center.123 When pressed further on 
whether he made a request for food and water to be 
delivered to the Convention Center, Colonel Ebbert 
said, “I did not make that request.”124 Th e fi rst writ-
ten request for food and water at the Convention 
Center came on Friday.125 

Nevertheless, Lokey said that Colonel Jeff  Smith, the 
Acting Deputy Director for the Louisiana Offi  ce of 
Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness, 
made him aware on Tuesday or Wednesday that 
thousands of people were beginning to congregate at 
the Convention Center.126 Th e state asked FEMA to 
send food and water to the Convention Center, but security concerns delayed their delivery 
until Th ursday, according to Lokey.127 Lokey also said that he was depending on requests 
from the state before sending any other commodities to the Convention Center.128

Further complicating the response to the developing situation at the Convention Center 
was confusion among Department of Homeland Security HSOC offi  cials, who were tasked 

Sorting through donations 
U.S.Coast Guard photo
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with gathering and disseminating critical information, and who erroneously believed the 
Convention Center and the Superdome were the same location.129  

Th e result of Mayor Nagin and Colonel Ebbert’s lack of planning, preparation, action, and 
coordination, combined with security concerns and DHS’s lack of situational awareness, 
was that food and water for the 19,000 people at the Convention Center began to arrive 
on Th ursday, but did not arrive in meaningful quantities until Friday, when the National 
Guard arrived with food and water provided by FEMA.130

Mississippi Commodities

The Federal Logistics System Failed to Provide an Adequate Supply of Commodities in 
the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in Mississippi

Hurricane Katrina disrupted the state’s economic and physical infrastructure, complicat-
ing the ability of authorities and citizens to acquire commodities such as food, water, ice, 
and fuel.131

Th e federal logistics system could not adequately respond. FEMA’s Federal Coordinating 
Offi  cer in Mississippi, William Carwile, said that only about 25 percent of requested water 
and ice, and a short supply of MREs arrived in Mississippi in the fi rst week and a half aft er 
landfall.132 Robert Latham, Executive Director of the Mississippi Emergency Management 
Agency (MEMA), estimated that Mississippi had to make do with even less – 10 percent to 
20 percent of requests during the critical days aft er landfall.133

Positioning Supplies Prior to Landfall

Prior to landfall, state authorities realized that the massiveness of the storm required pre-
landfall preparations. Tom McAllister, MEMA’s Response and Recovery Director, said 
that MEMA requested that FEMA pre-position supplies at Meridian Naval Air Station in 
east-central Mississippi near the Alabama border.134 Bob Fenton, a FEMA Region IX (cover-
ing the western United States) offi  cial, who served as Director of Operations for Missis-
sippi during Katrina, upped the request.135 Unfortunately, FEMA was unable to provide the 
requested supplies. In fact, McAllister, and apparently Fenton, were never able to discover 
how much had been pre-staged.136 McAllister said the initial failure to pre-position adequate 
supplies left  Mississippi “critically shorthanded.”137

Post-landfall State and Federal Supply “Pipelines”

Both the federal and state governments supplied commodities. Because the FEMA logisti-
cal system fell short, the State of Florida and the National Guard maintained the “pipeline” 
until FEMA recovered.138 Valuable help also came from Voluntary Organizations Active in 
Disaster (VOADs), such as the Red Cross and the Salvation Army.

Supplies from FEMA 

Local authorities transferred requests they couldn’t fulfi ll to MEMA, 139 which conveyed 
them to FEMA in cases when it couldn’t help. MEMA and FEMA offi  cials in Mississippi 
alike complained that requests disappeared as if into a “black hole.” 140 As Carwile said, 
“During Hurricane Katrina we seldom had visibility of critical resources, i.e., body bags, 
refrigerated trucks for temporary morgues, etc., because FEMA does not have a reliable 
system for tracking commodities, equipment, and personnel.”141As a result, local and state 
authorities were oft en “totally in the dark,” causing friction.142 Th e ice, food, and water 
that were delivered went to “staging areas” serving regions within the state,143 and then to 
smaller Points of Distribution (PODs)144 operated by the Mississippi National Guard.
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The Florida “Pipeline”

Before entering the Gulf of Mexico, Hurricane Katrina had passed over south Florida, 
appearing to pose a risk to the Florida Panhandle, as Hurricane Ivan had done in 2004. 
Florida readied emergency-management assets, which were thus readily available when the 
storm fi nally struck further west.145 Using the Stennis Space Center, located near the Gulf 
Coast and close to the Louisiana border, as a staging area, “Task Force Florida” brought 
food, water, and ice, as well as law-enforcement personnel, search-and-rescue assets, and 
other assistance.146 Th e Florida teams “basically circumvented” FEMA’s logistical system, as 
MEMA’s McAllister said.147

Florida’s contributions raised Mississippi to 40 to 50 percent of requested amounts, which 
proved crucial to the distribution of commodities.148 “Robert [Latham] and I continue to rely 
on you all (FL),”149 Carwile wrote in a September 3 e-mail to Craig Fugate, the Director of 
Florida’s emergency-management agency. Florida’s operation in Mississippi lasted for ap-
proximately six weeks, with most personnel and assets returned to Florida by October 1.150

The National Guard “Pipeline”

On Wednesday, August 31, the National Guard realized that not only were an insuffi  cient 
number of MREs being delivered to south Mississippi, but massive debris fi elds were pre-
venting individuals in need from reaching distribution points.151 In response, Major General 
Harold Cross, the head of Mississippi’s National Guard, requested that Northern Command 
(NORTHCOM), the federal military command responsible for North America, send MREs 
from military stocks.

Within seven or eight hours, aircraft  were arriving at the Gulfport Combined Regional 
Training Center (CRTC), the National Guard airbase near the Gulfport airport, with MREs 
and water.152 All vehicles leaving the CRTC were required to take along at least 10 cases of 
water and 10 cases of MREs, to be handed out whenever National Guardsmen encountered 
survivors.153

Starting August 30, the National Guard also delivered commodities by air aft er advance 
helicopters scouted for support needs, oft en by landing and talking with survivors.154 Com-
missioner of Public Safety George Phillips, whose agency also had helicopters assessing the 
situation, recalled the desperation: “It was horrible … the minute people heard helicopters, 
… they came, people came running out, holding up signs SOS and need help and food and 
water.”155 If supply helicopters couldn’t touch down, they would drop the supplies.156 Ap-
proximately 1.2 million MREs and over 1 million gallons of water were distributed in this 
way, mostly in the September 1 through September 9 period.157

Diffi culties Arise in the Distribution System

While all three of the supply “pipelines” were operational soon aft er landfall, the distribu-
tion system did not work smoothly. Michael Beeman, FEMA Division Director for Harri-
son County, the central county on Mississippi’s Gulf Coast, noted that the fi rst trucks with 
water and ice arrived without notice on August 30.158 Oft en supplies would be discovered 
only when an offi  cial happened to spot a truck and approached the driver.159 In an e-mail 
sent on September 4, a FEMA offi  cial in Mississippi informed Carwile and Fenton that a 
priority commodity shipment to Pearl River County, a county on the Louisiana border ap-
proximately 20 miles north of the coast, was a “no show,” leaving lines of people waiting in 
vain for food and water.160 

Many trucks arrived at the Meridian staging area mislabeled. Others bypassed staging areas 
and traveled directly to the coast, with no specifi c destination.161 Stennis Space Center, in es-
sence, became a large terminal where supply trucks were loaded and unloaded, but without 
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expert truck management. Th is problem was also refl ected in numerous reports of trucks 
standing idle at Stennis. As one offi  cial said, Stennis did not have “real terminal operations 
going on out there.”162

An apparent shortage of trucks aggravated the problem.163 Many truck drivers refused to 
leave staging areas without armed escorts.164 Others, as McAllister explained, did not grasp 
the urgency of their tasks.165 

McAllister estimated that much of the reported confusion at Stennis began ten days aft er 
landfall. He attributed this confusion to diffi  culties in determining the rate at which the PODs 
were distributing supplies. Immediately following landfall, the tremendous need for supplies 
ensured that the supplies were sent out of Stennis to the PODs right aft er they arrived. Begin-
ning around day ten, more supplies were fl owing into Stennis than were being distributed to 
the PODs; this resulted in a backlog of trucks. It took four to fi ve days for offi  cials at Stennis to 
balance the supply of commodities being delivered to Stennis with the demand for commodi-
ties at the PODs Stennis supported. By this point, the PODs were also becoming increasingly 
useful because road-clearing work was enabling more people to get to them.166 

Diffi culties with Fuel

Fuel shortages created another problem.167 Th e fuel shortage had a number of causes, 
including damage to Mississippi’s refi ning capacity; fuel suppliers no longer keeping a large 
quantity of fuel in stock due to price fl uctuations; the loss of electricity crippling service 
stations’ ability to pump fuel; and incompatibility between many tankers and vehicles 
requiring fuel.168

Th e emergency manager for Jones County, located approximately 70 miles north of the 
coast, noted that following Hurricane Katrina, “Fuel turned out to be as important as 
food, water, and ice.”169 Th e loss of electricity in Mississippi forced parts of the state’s 
infrastructure to rely on fuel for power. Because of this, the fuel shortage had the potential 
to cause signifi cant problems.170 When the City of Gulfport, located on the central part of 

C-130 transport unloading
U.S. Air Force photo
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the coast, loses electricity, as it did following Katrina, its water wells rely on a back-up fuel 
supply. Th e generators contain enough diesel fuel to operate independent of the electric grid 
for 24 hours. If this back-up fuel runs out, Gulfport loses its water supply and depends on 
bottled water. Following Katrina, Gulfport came perilously close to running out of fuel.171 
Fuel shortages were also a problem for hospitals, many of which had no more than a three-
day supply.172

While state and local offi  cials were able to make do with what fuel they had and with what 
was brought into the state through FEMA, the shortage came perilously close to causing 
a crisis. Given the importance of fuel to fi rst responders and private citizens, as well as its 
importance to infrastructure, emergency managers must place a higher priority on ensuring 
an adequate supply in the aft ermath of a disaster.

Private-Sector Logistics

Th e companies that testifi ed at the Committee’s private-sector hearing all had in place 
deliberate plans for deploying and tracking material and personnel. From batteries, fuel, 
and generators to food and water, Wal-Mart, Starwood, IBM, and Mississippi Power knew 
what they would need, had those commodities either in place or at staging areas outside 
the storm’s path, and had a plan for moving them in immediately aft er the storm.173 Th ese 
companies also had employees from unaff ected regions at the ready, to assist in the region 
once the storm passed, and they responded proactively.174

Within seven days of Katrina’s making landfall, Mississippi Power had 11,000 workers on 
the ground from 23 states and Canada.175 Th ey utilized mutual-assistance agreements, in 
place prior to the storm, to “borrow” employees from other utility companies.176 IBM knew 
their services would be needed aft er the storm and deployed a Crisis Response Team to Ba-
ton Rouge to immediately begin working with government and non-governmental organi-
zations to address critical needs.177 Starwood also had a corporate-response team staged at a 
safe distance, but ready to move in once the storm had passed.178

Wal-Mart managed logistics eff ectively and delivered commodities quickly when respond-
ing to Katrina.179 Wal-Mart has its own fl eet of trucks, 100 distribution centers, and stores 
located all over the country.180 Of the 100 distribution centers, eight have reserved “disaster 
merchandise” square footage, with approximately $4.7 million in “disaster merchandise” 
stockpiled for emergencies, including more than 250,000 gallons of drinking water.181 
Wal-Mart also has relationships with vendors that help with surge requests during times of 
emergency.182 Th e company has a specifi c protocol for responding to disasters, and operates 
an emergency operations center year-round to coordinate crises around the country.183

With Hurricane Katrina, Wal-Mart used its expertise to move in supplies and operate eff ec-
tively.184 In the fi rst three weeks aft er landfall, the company “delivered approximately 2,500 
trailers of emergency supplies … including trucks of water and supplies that fl owed into the 
New Orleans metropolitan area beginning on Saturday, September 3, for emergency service 
workers, shelters, and hospitals. A total of three temporary mobile pharmacies [were] provid-
ed to support communities, and a 16,000-square foot ‘tent store’ was erected to serve a com-
munity where the store had been all but demolished.”185 Based on past experience with major 
storms and hurricanes, Wal-Mart knew what supplies would be sought prior to the hurricane 
making landfall and what would be needed for the recovery phase aft er the storm.186
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